
New York City 
Food & Markets Tour 

May 5, June 16 &  

October 13, 2012 
 

New York City is home to a smorgasbord of cultures and the incredible culinary traditions that 

have been tantalizing the palates of native New Yorkers and their guests for many, many years. 
 

What better way to experience NYC than by walking its streets and by “noshing” (sampling) your 

way through the affordable culinary treats that are readily available? 
 

Weave your way through a combination of Asian, Italian, Jewish, Middle Eastern, Eastern 

European and American bakeries, delicatessens, pizzerias, bagel, bialy and knish shops, gourmet 

donut shops, vintage candy shops, pasta makers, meat markets, street vendors and much more! 
 

We eat “on the go” and sample as many culinary delights as possible—why spend precious time 

seated in restaurants?  The best way to learn about this incredible city is to walk, taste, smell and 

best of all, sample, its iconic foods in the native New Yorker’s natural habitat— 

the streets of New York! 
 

You will experience the culinary traditions and history that form the backdrop for many of these 

fabulous edible treats. 
 

Some Sample Neighborhood Experiences 

Arthur Avenue-- This neighborhood dates back to a time when thousands of immigrants came 

through Ellis Island.  Nearly 100-years later, the passion for good food continues.   

Greenwich Village—a bit of something for everyone…authentic Italian Bakeries, pizza, turn-of-

the-century coffee and tea shops, cupcakes, cookies & more. 

Chinatown & Little Italy—Italian and Chinese bakeries, pasta makers, turn-of-the-century 

grocery stores, Asian snack shops, street treats, exotic produce, gelato & cannoli. 

Jewish Lower East Side—try the pastrami or corned beef on rye, knishes, bialys, lox, pickles, 

rugelach, and vintage candy 

Chelsea Market—Home of the Food Network!  Sorry, we can’t promise that you will run 

into Bobby, Emeril, Mario, Rachel or Giada—we can promise you a sampling of the Markets 

“good eats”—bread, cookies, ice cream & chowder. 
 

Cost Per Person  $49 

(does not include the price of food) 
 

For Information & Reservations 

SILVER MILL TOURS 

203-235-2668 

Marian or Rosie 


